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Do you cum too fast? Discover how to...



"Last 20 Minutes Longer Tonight... Guaranteed!" Even Better... Follow My Simple Suggestions for Curing Premature Ejaculation and You'll Last for 30 Minutes or Longer by the End of the Week! From The Desk Of Lloyd Lester Best-selling author of "Ejaculation By Command", "Erection By Command" & "Orgasm By Command"



Recently I was out with some friends at a local club. There was a group of girls hanging out next to us. One of the girls... a very attractive woman... kept looking over in my direction. I looked back at her and smiled. Within a few minutes, she came over and we started talking.
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For the next 15 minutes or so... we had a great conversation. She started flirting a little more, touching my arm, and sending me "signals" that she was interested. One thing led to another and before I knew it... we were back at her place. Once we got there... we started tearing each others' clothes off. Honestly, I had one of the best nights of sex I ever had. She must have felt the same way... because she was moaning and writhing in pleasure for about 40 minutes straight. Afterwards, she told me how good I was in bed. In fact, she told me I was one of the best lovers she ever had. And it felt good to hear. Now... if you would have asked me if this was even possible a few years ago, I would have said "No way."



At One Point, I Wasn't Very Good In Bed At All... In fact, there was a time I didn't feel very confident or comfortable having sex at all. My problem was... it was over as soon as it started! It didn't matter if it was straight sex, oral sex, or anything with friction... I would last about a minute. So I pretty much hated any chance I had to get laid.
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I never wanted to talk to women at clubs. I wouldn't look at women when I went out. I would never put myself in situations where it could possibly lead to meeting someone. Because of my problem with premature ejaculation, I was more self-conscious and nervous than I was excited about getting laid. I didn't want to deal with the same old embarrassment of meeting a woman, getting her in bed, and then having to see the disappointment in her eyes because I came in just one minute flat. And I felt very alone because of it. There was a time in my life I would have done anything to last longer in bed... so I could actually feel like a man and please a woman. The problem was... I had no idea how to do it.



I Had To Learn These Secrets Over Time... Through Lots Of Trial And Error For as long as I could remember, premature ejaculation was easily my number one issue in life. And it really tore me apart inside and did a number on my confidence levels. I'd never feel very manly when I got off before my woman even had a chance to get warmed up. The first time I ever had sex, I climaxed in about
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10 seconds. But I figured that was normal, and in fact, I didn't care because I was ready to go again in no time. But as I got older, it got worse. I was still coming in under one minute... but this time, I couldn't get excited and ready again. It was VERY frustrating for me because I couldn't satisfy my partner. So it always left my women wanting more. And it left me feeling inadequate.



If You Can't Please Your Woman In Bed... Then She May Be Thinking Of Leaving I was always worried and fearful that the women I dated would get sick of it and leave me for other men. Only after getting TOTALLY FED UP with not knowing how to end my premature ejaculation did I finally make the decision to figure it out for myself. So I tried the "stop and start" method... but this required a great deal of couple cooperation and communication and it was pretty difficult to use. I tried the the "squeeze" method too... but this technique actually brought me to climax sooner. I even tried anti-depressants and other SSRIs... but taking
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these anti-depressants actually took away my sex drive completely. So I was actually worse off. I tried a bunch of different benzocaine creams and sprays that were supposed to deaden my sensations and reduce stimulation. The biggest problem was... they were messy, expensive, and pretty inconvenient. I had to apply them about 10 minutes before having sex, so that meant I could never have spontaneous sex. I also tried condoms that had different sensitivity levels... but nothing seemed to work at all. It took me several years of trial and error, learning from my own mistakes and figuring things out the HARD WAY... but I did it.



How I Discovered The Secrets That Finally Changed My Sex Life... I spent years reading and studying all of the books, medical journals, and information on how to prolong sex and not ejaculate so fast. I discovered that my problem was because of how I was "thinking" about sex. The fact is... premature ejaculation is almost always caused by too much mental stimulation. Your mind... NOT your body... controls what happens when you're about to have sex. So you have to start there if you want to change your situation.
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In other words, you MUST first change your thoughts. Always thinking about your premature ejaculation can lead to performance anxiety. Getting your thoughts under control will take the PRESSURE off of you. So you won't ever have to worry about performance anxiety (which makes it even worse). This performance anxiety... which leads to more pressure, feelings of inadequacy, worry that it will happen again... these are HUGE roadblocks in your brain that you MUST overcome if you want to learn how to control your ejaculation.



Who Is Lloyd Lester and How Can He Help Transform Your Sex Life? Lloyd Lester is the author behind a growing number of programs providing tips and advice for a transformative sex life. Thousands of men have benefited from his "Ejaculation By Command" and "Erection By Command" training - two popular programs that help men overcome sexual dysfunctions and regain their sexual confidence. He's also the creator behind "Orgasm By Command", a unique, step-by-step system that teaches men how to give women INSTANT orgasms (or "orgasms on command")
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Lloyd brings to his programs, a wealth of cutting-edge knowledge derived from his years of study into mind-development strategies, as well as influence, persuasion and seduction techniques... with the aim of improving sex lives dramatically and quickly. Lloyd's articles and reports have been widely featured, including on AskDanAndJennifer.com - one of digital frontier's leading resources on love and sexuality. With Lloyd's expertise on sex matters, you know you’re in good hands.



"always tweaking and staying on top of things..." "Lloyd, we love how you're always tweaking and staying on top of things. And you should know, our editor (the toughest critic on our team) loves your work! :-)"



Dan Baritchi Founder & CEO, Dan & Jennifer Media AskDanAndJennifer.com



How To Overcome Your Fear Of Getting Physical With Women (Because Of Premature Ejaculation)
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The truth is, almost every man has experienced premature ejaculation at one point or another. Especially when you're young and so excited to finally have sex. What happened when you first lost your virginity? That's right, you came so quick, you didn't even have time to unbutton your pants! And it was because you "thought" yourself into such a passionate frenzy... you just about came before you even started! But the thing is, when you're younger, you can be ready again in 2 minutes. So it's not as much a problem. When you're older, you can't go multiple times in a row. It's uncomfortable, and a lot of times, you can't even get erect again.



Why Some Men Climax Too Early... And What To Do About It Let's face it. Sex is a very exciting thing. But when you get over-stimulated... you'll simply lose control over your body. That's why you have to tackle the root cause of this problem you're having: Your thoughts! Believe me... if you REALLY want to stop premature ejaculation PERMANENTLY... you
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need to train your mind to keep yourself from getting too aroused... too fast. Fortunately through my own personal struggles with premature ejaculation... and helping many men with theirs... I've developed some almost "magical" techniques that help you change the thoughts that lead to premature ejaculation. When I learned to control the mental aspect of sex... positive changes started happening. I started feeling like I could last longer. Within 3 weeks of my new experimental routine... I started to last 10 minutes... then 20 minutes... and soon I was up to a whole 30 minutes.



At First, I Couldn’t Believe I Was Lasting That Long! As I built up my sexual stamina, I began to realize that what I had done was repeatable. And when I began to document my journey, I came up with a simple, 3-step formula that I could continue to use for the rest of my life. Not only that, it was a formula other guys could use, too! (More on that in a minute.) As you can imagine, the more sexual stamina I developed, the more self-confidence I felt with women and the better I felt about myself. I went from being depressed because of my inability to please a woman... to being
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confident and proud of having longer-lasting sex... each and every time. I noticed I wasn't anxious or worried about ejaculating quickly any more. Better yet... I became much more outgoing with women, I was no longer fearful about getting myself into a "sex situation". I started living my life to the fullest. I honestly felt like the happiest man on earth. I was able to end the shame, frustration, humiliation and insecurity that was a result of me cumming too quickly. Now that I've found the solution, I want to help you, too. I want to help you stop premature ejaculation for good. And it won't take you years or even weeks to learn and use these techniques. You can learn them in minutes and be using them by tonight. In fact, I wouldn't be surprised if you're completely "cured" 10 days from now. I'm that confident in the techniques I've discovered!



Why I've Decided to Reveal My Sexual Stamina Secrets I remember feeling so desperate and embarrassed about my premature ejaculation. It was horrible. That's one reason I want to help you... I don't want any other guy to continue suffering like I did. But there's more to it than just that. You see, it took me a lot longer to overcome my "issue" than it should have because of all the bad advice I encountered online.
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Most of the things I tried were a complete waste of time. The "stop and start" or "holding and squeezing" techniques simply didn't deal with the root of the problem. Then there are a variety of "pills and potions" designed to help with PE. But these are, for the most part, VERY expensive and VERY inconvenient. For example, creams have to be used about 10 minutes before you have sex. This means you can never have spontaneous, "urge of the moment" sex. In the end, the 3-step formula I developed was the total opposite of what everyone else online was saying to do. My approach was refreshingly different from most message boards, forums, and so-called medical reports you read about. And that's why I want to tell you about this. Years of misinformation is why you still have the problem you have and why you feel the way you do. But I want you to know this:



I Learned That It Wasn't My Fault... And It's Not Your Fault Either! Not only have you gotten bad advice from people who "don't know what they don't know"... you've also been lied to by all the "magic pill" companies out there. They lead you to believe that you need to use their supplements, pills, sprays, or creams to
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last longer. But these things are not focusing on the root cause of the problem. These things are like band-aids, they're short term fixes that don't last. That's why I can tell you, from personal experience, that you're NEVER going to learn the truth from the companies that have a pill or supplement to sell you. Their job is to sell supplements, NOT show you how to get to the root of the problem and solve it permanently and correctly.



That's Why These Companies Don't Want You To Know This They want you to think that you need to use their products for the rest of your life. And I can tell you... you do NOT need to use their products... ever! The solution to your problem is INFORMATION that you can use, immediately, that will attack the problem at the root cause, not just mask the symptoms and keep you on sprays and creams for your lifetime. By using a few of the techniques I'm going to teach you... you'll feel confident knowing that
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you won't be cumming early and letting your woman down again. Best of all, you won't have that fear, anxiety, and frustration... you won't be self-conscious and worried every time you get ready to have sex. So if you're ready to finally say goodbye to the challenges, frustration, and anxiety that's holding you back from living your sex life to the fullest... that can ALL change right now...



Introducing "Ejaculation By Command": The Ultimate Blueprint to Superior Sexual Endurance The Ejaculation By Command System Has 6 Powerful Components...
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Component #1: "Ejaculation By Command Core Program" ($99 Value) You get my complete step-by-step strategies and techniques to retrain and re-wire your mind and
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body so that you can have longerlasting sex, and at the same time, give your partner a pleasurable experience she never thought was possible. Everything is explained here in clear, concise and easy-tounderstand instructions. The insights, tools and techniques in this program have been rigorously tried, tested and proven effective not only by me, but by thousands of other men who are now enjoying lovemaking that lasts so much longer than before. Here's a VERY partial list of what you're going to learn inside this exciting new program: How to overcome mental barriers to sexual endurance - develop iron-clad stamina and confidence by using these 9 specific techniques I am going to give you A primal sexual technique that adds massive control to your arousal... and puts a woman over the edge with sexual excitement... she'll have to have you RIGHT THEN AND THERE... and nothing will be able to stop her 4 powerful breathing strategies that will amplify your staying power and prolong your orgasm for as long as you desire (97% of men screw up their breathing and end up ejaculating too soon) Specific guided "love muscle" exercises to skyrocket your ejaculatory control and your ability to withstand intense sexual stimulation (The secret is in the step-by-step process, which you'll learn in detail)
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The "Pleasure Acclimatizing" technique to train and condition your ejaculation reflexes so that you will AUTOMATICALLY last longer without tipping over in a hurry (this is one of the stamina "secrets" that TOP porn actors use ALL THE TIME ) Have you ever blown your load even BEFORE penetration starts... and wondered how the hell that happened? Here's the little-known and closelyguarded "Total Immersion" technique you can use to OUTLAST her during sex (it's much easier than you think... when you know the secret) An easy, secret "preparatory" shortcut you can use to permanently eliminate anxiety and nervousness whenever you have sex The astonishing secret of tantric masters that practically FORCES your body to relax, prolongs your lovemaking sessions and makes sex much MORE pleasurable (So easy to learn you'll use it THE NIGHT YOU LEARN IT!) A covert "Hot Button" strategy that you can use right out of the box to boost your stamina and send incredible waves of sensation straight to her genitals (Unfortunately no man ever discovers this on his own... and must endure one premature ejaculation after another) My 4 favorite "partner techniques" that will turbo-charge your ability to endure higher levels of sexual arousal (I've field-tested and refined each one... you're getting ONLY the best) How to completely reprogram your subconscious mind and escalate your natural ability to control your ejaculation with any woman... anytime... in ANY situation... without even thinking about it Exactly what to do when you blow early (Most guys OVERLOOK this simple thing and LOSE a woman's respect... Now, you'll gain it and even draw her closer to you with just this simple strategy) A surefire way to completely eliminate that "out of control" feeling you get when
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a woman touches your member (Use this trick to get yourself back on track FAST) A proven penetration technique that will easily add minutes to your lovemaking... and you can easily do 100 thrusts of this without blowing early (It's taken me a long time, but I've finally figured out a thrusting sequence that NO woman can resist. You're going to LOVE this one) The single most powerful strategy that will drive any woman completely wild in bed and lets you into her orgasmic world of pleasure... even if you're a "minute man"! (If you only learn one thing from this program, this is the one that will get you results NOW) And MUCH, much more...



Yes Lloyd I've read enough! Please teach me your powerful techniques for lasting longer and giving my lover sensational sex!



Component #2: "Exclusive Companion Audio Edition" ($67 Value) No time to read the book? Or you simply learn better by listening? I've made the program downloadable in audio format, so it's easy to listen along.
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All you need is to plug it into your favorite MP3 player and start learning the key tips, techniques and strategies that I've laid out in the program. This bonus comes with 14 high quality MP3 audio coaching jam-packed with the most powerful tips to last longer during sex.
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Yes Lloyd I've read enough! Please teach me your powerful techniques for lasting longer and giving my lover sensational sex!
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"15 Emergency Tactics To Last Longer" ($27 Value) This bonus gives you some instant "firepower" that you can use tonight! This is where I reveal 15 tried-and-tested tactics you can use right away to put up a respectable performance in bed, and send her into a sexual frenzy! I've also saved the best tip - your "wild card" tactic to last longer, so to speak - right at the very end :-) Here are just some examples of what you'll learn... How to fully utilize your "Refractory Advantage" to last 3 times longer. It's fast and easy to do (Some call this "cheating"... but what your partner doesn't know is not going to hurt... and to be totally honest, if she is able to come to an orgasm, she is NOT going to care either :-) A secret your sexual therapist will never tell you that allows you to boost your sexual stamina the very first time you try (If every patient knew this they'd be out of business...) How to use the "Ring Of Endurance" to last longer AND simultaneously amp up your woman's sexual arousal (it's an embarrassingly easy fix...) A simple, proven thrusting sequence to "keep the power" when you make love and guarantee that YOU are in charge... and the ball is always in your court when it comes to how long sex will last (This will also eliminate the
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need to stop thrusting when you feel close to coming. In fact with just a simple tweak, you can keep going until she gets an orgasm) An simple "Cognitive Deception" trick that will quickly keep your arousal under control and gets her an orgasm TWICE as fast (Hint: it's got NOTHING to do with thinking about baseball statistics or the ugly girl with yellow teeth in the next cubicle) A powerful "delay button" that instantly FREEZES your orgasm and keeps you hard (Use this trick to quickly short circuit your ejaculation response... it'll knock you so far down on the pleasure scale you couldn't blow for a few more minutes... even if you WANTED TO!) How to use an age-old arousal control technique to add 5 minutes to your stamina instantly and never again be embarrassed by an early ejaculation (surprisingly VERY easy to do once you know the secret behind it) Two quick, easy techniques to "turn the tables" when you are on the verge of ejaculation (these work almost like magic in stopping an early orgasm) One of my favorites! Powerful position tricks you can use to slow down your climax and send her erotic temperatures soaring through the roof (include specific maneuvers you can use right away to turn her on like crazy) An almost magical "muscle relaxation" trick that will break your premature ejaculation curse, quickly and easily... literally FORCING you to last longer A scientifically-proven "Slippery Slope" trick to boost your endurance in bed (This is a breeze to do... and you can use it again and again to keep yourself on track)



Yes Lloyd I've read enough! Please teach me your powerful techniques for lasting longer and giving my lover sensational sex!
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Component #4: "Ejaculation By Command Quick-Start Guide" ($27 Value) This handy companion guide will quickly get you up to speed on all the key techniques and exercises explained in the main "Ejaculation By Command" program as well as a few important strategies in the "Emergency Tactics" module. It is ideal for printing out and then systematically working your way through the training to significantly improve your stamina in bed. A perfect reference guide that supplements the main program.



Yes Lloyd I've read enough! Please teach me your powerful techniques for lasting longer and giving my lover sensational sex!



Component #5: "Premium Lifetime Updates" ($37 Value)
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My program is full of proven tips and strategies. But I'm always researching and looking for new and improved things that will help me and my customers. So it's important to me that anything new that I add to this program... you'll get it and use them to improve your sex life. This means you will get all new updates - including new chapters, new tips, and extra bonuses - at NO additional cost to you. You'll get PREMIUM ACCESS to program updates and enhancements from the private download area, so you'll always have the most current edition of the program!



Yes Lloyd I've read enough! Please teach me your powerful techniques for lasting longer and giving my lover sensational sex!



Component #6: "Priority 1-on-1 Email Support + Private Members Contents" ($97 Value) The program is very easy to follow and like the vast majority of my clients, you probably won't need any help. But if you do, you get unlimited, special
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access to my private email address and receive priority attention to any questions you may have. It will be my personal responsibility to see that your problems are solved. No crappy "support tickets" or waiting times, just direct, 1-on-1 access to me with same-day response. You can also rest assured I won't be brushing you off or giving you lazy, one-line answers :-) Not only that, you'll also receive via email, two months worth of follow-up Q&A's, advanced tips, audio interviews, exclusive reports and other great bonuses NOT available anywhere else.



Yes Lloyd I've read enough! Please teach me your powerful techniques for lasting longer and giving my lover sensational sex!



What Others Are Saying About "Ejaculation By Command"
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Yes Lloyd, I Want To Unlock Your Powerful Techniques For Lasting Longer And Giving My Lover Sensational Sex!
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I know the hardest part of beginning any new program is starting. So that's why I'm going to offer even more reasons for you to download this program today. Since I know it's 100% to your benefit to say YES now, I want to sweeten the pot and give you the following special bonus gifts for ordering right now.



NEW! Advanced Sexual Mastery Bonuses Lasting longer in bed goes beyond just learning specific techniques to build sexual stamina. Sexual COMPETENCE breeds sexual CONFIDENCE and that is key to developing superior endurance. And one of the best ways to improve your sexual competence is by learning how to give women an erotically fulfilling experience in bed... even if you are a "quick shooter" to begin with. Thus when you order TODAY, I'm also giving away the following 5 exclusive Advanced Sexual Mastery bonuses that will make any woman curl her toes in ecstasy.



Fast-Action Bonus #1: "Raunchy Sex Secrets: Transforming Your Sex Life In Wickedly Sensuous Ways" (FREE! $27 Value) This special report will turn even the most sexually-challenged person into a great lover! (And if you're already pretty good, you'll still find hot tips to become even better!)
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You'll be amazed at just how simple and easy it is to master these techniques! I can't even begin to describe how these powerful secrets can supercharge your sex life! Inside you'll discover... "Physical Escalation" - A proven step-by-step method to give a woman an absolutely wild time in bed, simply by learning where her hot buttons are (Follow these steps and she won't stop until she has her way with you!) A primal sexual technique, stolen from the animal kingdom, that puts a woman over the edge with sexual excitement (and exponentially increases the chances of BOTH of you having simultaneous orgasms) Have you ever felt embarrassed by your small size... and wondered how you're ever going to pleasure her with your tool? Here are the "little-known" sex positions you can use to pump deeper and give her exhilarating pleasure (several of which I've never shared before anywhere) How to amp up the spontaneity, lust and raw passion in a woman and get her aroused and ready for intercourse just as quickly as men (NO foreplay is required... in fact there's no time for it!) How to pass the "kissing test" and learn to kiss like a pro! Use this psychological "magic trick" to make her feel sexy, feminine and extremely erotic when you kiss (even if it's the first time you're kissing her) Doing this ONE thing turns ordinary sex into an extraordinary romp... this is THE KEY that makes sex dramatically MORE fun, intriguing, wild and adventurous (Unfortunately this is also the one thing almost all guys
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forget - or never learn in the first place) How to start an all-day foreplay maneuver even while you're miles apart. (When you do meet at the end of the day, expect major fireworks and explosions!) One of my favorite ways to REALLY turn on a woman is with the "Mystery and Unpredictability" trick ... and I'll show you my favorite "move" you can use to tease and drive her nuts (before you even get to her private areas) A simple gesture that magically AMPLIFIES the intensity of a woman's orgasms And MUCH, much more!



Yes Lloyd I've read enough! Please teach me your powerful techniques for lasting longer and giving my lover sensational sex!



Fast-Action Bonus #2: "Female Orgasm Secrets: How To Give Women Insanely Powerful Orgasms!" (FREE! $27 Value) This meaty eBook reveals powerful secrets that can give you the ability to make any woman explode with orgasmic pleasure... almost on command! Here's your chance to learn what only a few men know... and take a woman to the heights of ecstasy like she's never experience before (not even when she's pleasing herself privately!)
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Now, you can easily unlock the "closely-guarded" skills, know-how and techniques of... How to 'prime' and totally awaken a woman's body so that she can start having more powerful orgasms, more frequently, and more easily! How to give your lover the most amazing, mind-blowing orgasm she's ever had! (This is not the 'same-ol' repetitive information that you see in those other sex-ed books and courses.) How to use a secret technique that will have her trembling with exquisite pleasure whenever you want - almost on command! This is a power that few men have! Learn secrets about a woman's orgasm "process" that most women don't even know about. (I realize this is hard to believe, especially for a woman, but it's absolutely true...and it's life-changing knowledge for both men and women) How to find, and properly stimulate her G-spot, to create out-of-this-world, trance-inducing orgasms. (Many women can't find their G-spot on their own. And out of those who can, very few know how to 'activate' it to create powerful "whole body" orgasms. You can be the hero, the one man that can help her realize her full orgasmic potential!) How to master the most important piece of it all...getting a woman to completely relax her body and mind! Without it, most women just can't have an orgasm at all, even if they're trying by themselves. Learn easy but powerful techniques to get her body and mind completely ready for explosive, multiple orgasms! Discover the one secret - about how her body really works - that will open up the
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floodgates of pleasure for her! (Most women don't even understand this one fully...and it holds them back from experiencing the kind of orgasm they were truly meant to have - and really deserve!) How to get her HIGHLY aroused without even touching her (I'll give you the specific languaging to use , to get her incredibly turned on, or even get her to orgasm... just by using your words) Why the "Mind Candy" approach is the absolute easiest way to turn her on and get her closer to an earth-shattering orgasm (when you hear this you're going to be EXCITED... because you'll know how to make her see you as someone very unique and special... unlike any other men she's met before) How to create an "Arousal Anchor" to lock-in her orgasmic experience for an instant replay the next time you have sex with her (this one is PURE GENIUS... and you'll want to use it in every lovemaking session from now on) The "Magic Touch" technique enhancer that will skyrocket her ability to have an orgasm (this is so POWERFUL it will breathe new life into your relationship... even if you've been with her for 5, 10, 15 or more years) And that's just a partial list of the secrets you'll discover here!



WARNING: Women will bond with you very strongly when you start satisfying them in this way. Sex goes beyond just a physical release for most women, especially when they experience powerful orgasms in the process. So, be very careful about who you choose to share this powerful and life-changing knowledge with!
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Yes Lloyd I've read enough! Please teach me your powerful techniques for lasting longer and giving my lover sensational sex!



Fast-Action Bonus #3 (Exclusive Videos): "How To Stimulate The G-Spot & Give Any Woman Intense, FullBody Squirting Orgasms" (FREE! $47 Value) Jason Julius - a good friend of mine and a highly respected figure in the field of female sexuality - has agreed to share a series of closelyguarded videos with you. Get behind the scenes of these never-seen-before videos that show you step-by-step, bullet-proof techniques of stimulating a woman's G-spot and making her convulse uncontrollably with ecstasy. This is amazing stuff that will blow her mind and turn on her wildest side. You will want to watch this because it will make you DRAMATICALLY better in bed...
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Inside you'll discover... The different types of orgasms a woman can have (I'll show you how to trigger each kind of orgasm. This alone can TRIPLE your chances of unleashing uncontrollable erotic spasms in her) How to find the G-spot with pinpoint accuracy (the sad thing is that most men have NO IDEA that the G-spot even EXISTS... and if you don't know how to find and stimulate the G-spot, she will not have the kind of explosive sex you know she deserves) Powerful demonstration of my wickedly effective single finger G-spot technique guaranteed to blow her mind. (It took me a LONG TIME to learn this one... and I'm really excited to share it with you. Women will LOVE you for knowing this...) A simple trick to know if she's had an orgasm WITHOUT asking her (There are 3 special signals nearly all women give you that tells you exactly when she has hit the peak) How to tell if she is ready to squirt (this will really OPEN up your eyes to the mystery surrounding the female ejaculation...) Plus even more video tips for giving women insane orgasms!



Yes Lloyd I've read enough! Please teach me your powerful techniques for lasting longer and giving my lover sensational sex!



Fast-Action Bonus #4 (Exclusive Videos): "How To Blow Her Mind With SENSATIONAL Oral Sex" (FREE! $47
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Value) If you want to give your wife, girlfriend or lover the best sex ever, you'll like these 3 tantalizing, tasteful videos specially produced for customers who pick up a copy of Ejaculation By Command today. I made a special arrangement with my good friend and world-renowned female sexuality expert, Gabrielle Moore, who will reveal how you can give your partner jaw-dropping oral sex that will blow her mind and leave her shaking in ecstasy. Inside these 3 videos, you'll discover... How to become an orgasm detective by asking these three revealing questions. You'll quickly find out what she REALLY wants so you can always make her orgasm like gangbusters with oral sex (This is hugely important to your oral sex success, so DO this!) How you may be unknowingly holding her back from enjoying oral sex and the simple shift in YOUR thinking that will unleash her inhibitions (Careful with this one... you may just end up with a tigress on your hands!) How to strengthen your tongue and mouth so you can give her oral sex as long as she wants - and love every minute of it! (Believe me, when you hear her moans of pleasure, you'll want to devour her - and you'll be able to do so without getting tired) A step-by-step "roadmap" to your first (or 100th!) clitoral kiss, and how to make sure she yearns for even more from you (WARNING: She may wonder how you got so GOOD at this - so be sure you share this
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information with her! She'll thank you a thousand times over - with sex anytime you want it) How to trigger multiple oral sex orgasms. YES! Here are the secrets on how and why you can get her to orgasm again and again (HINT: Once you've "primed the pump" she's ready to go... all you have to do is a little bit more!) Plus more amazing tips to blow your woman away with oral sex that is out of this world!



Yes Lloyd I've read enough! Please teach me your powerful techniques for lasting longer and giving my lover sensational sex!



Fast-Action Bonus #5 (BRAND NEW!) "Top 10 Sex Positions: Awesome Sex Moves So New & Naughty You Could Only Find Them Here" (FREE! $27 Value) If you'd like to discover some naughty new sex positions that will have your lover pulsating with pleasure, then you are in for a treat! There are a lot of fancy sex positions out there, but we all know most of these are more "show" than "go". In this AMAZING demonstration, I invite the
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delightful female instructors behind "2 Girls Teach Sex" to reveal their FAVORITE sex positions for triggering sensational, thighquivering female orgasms. These are the sex positions that feel BEST to them as women, so when you try them out, the woman you're with will know right away that you REALLY know your moves! These special demonstrations are fully illustrated, so you know exactly WHAT to do to intensify your partner's pleasure and unleash uncontrollable erotic spasms in her. Unlock these secrets now... (you'll be glad you did!)



Yes Lloyd I've read enough! Please teach me your powerful techniques for lasting longer and giving my lover sensational sex!



So What's The Bottom Line? How Much Does This Program Cost? Let me ask you this... What if you learned just one thing from my program that permanently fixes your premature ejaculation and shows you how to last longer in bed? What would that
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be worth to you? What price can you put on having the best sex of your life... and more importantly, finally giving your woman the pleasure and excitement she really deserves? For many guys I know, the chance to have sex for a lot longer would be priceless. I wish I had this knowledge, insight and experience when I first started out. It would have saved me a lot of time and frustration. I've worked very hard and spent a lot of money to learn what I've learned. In fact, I've probably spent over $2,000 on the books, videos, and magazines I've used over the years. And like I said earlier, NONE of them helped me much. It was pretty much by accident that I stumbled upon my techniques. For the same price you'd pay for a bogus spray or cream, you can have a plan that will stay with you forever. You won't have to go through the trial and error and you can cut right to the chase and do what works. And you don't have to spend the years or the money figuring this stuff out like I did. You don't have to pay the $2,000 or so that I've paid in books, magazines, and courses over the years. I'm not going to charge you $297... or even the original $99 price I intended. If you order today, your investment in this program is now only $49.



Yes Lloyd, I Want To Unlock Your Powerful Techniques For Lasting Longer And Giving My Lover Sensational Sex!
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Here's What You'd Pay If You Purchased This Stuff Separately... To really show you the incredible value of my program, let's recap of what you're going to get:



Included In This Special Offer



Real Value



Component #1: The Ejaculation By Command Core Program



$99



Component #2: Exclusive Companion Audio Edition



$67



Component #3: Emergency Tactics To Last Longer



$27



Component #4: Quick-Start Guide



$27



Component #5: Premium Lifetime Updates



$37



Component #6: Priority 1-on-1 Email Support + Private Members Contents



$97



Bonus #1: Raunchy Sex Secrets: Transforming Your Sex Life In Wickedly Sensuous Ways



$27



Bonus #2: Female Orgasm Secrets: How To Give Women Insanely Powerful Orgasms



$27
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Bonus #3: Exclusive Videos - Female G-Spot Stimulation & Orgasms



$47



Bonus #4: Exclusive Videos - How To Blow Her Mind With Sensational Oral Sex



$47



Bonus #5: Top 10 Sex Positions (featuring Eva Angelina & Madelyn Marie) - Brand New!



$27



Total If Purchased Separately:



N/A



Invest In This Special Offer For Just:



$529



$529 $49



Total System Value: $529



But If You Act TODAY, All Of This Is Available For You To Download Instantly At Just $49
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Yes Lloyd, I Want To Unlock Your Powerful Techniques For Lasting Longer And Giving My Lover Sensational Sex!



What Other Experts Are Saying
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"Lloyd is one of my colleagues that I never hesitate to recommend..." "Lloyd Lester is one of my colleagues that I never hesitate to recommend first because his approach to great sex is grounded in an entirely different philosophy from mine, so it’s a great complement to the things that I teach and second because his stuff works… and in the end, I think that’s what really matters to the couples that read my newsletter!" Alex Allman Author, speaker, and creator of the Revolutionary Sex programs for helping men, women, and couples have great sex, as well as "The Allman Report" e-newsletter on sex and relationship ideas, issues, and techniques ~ RevolutionarySex.com



Alex Allman speaking at TEDx SinCity



"wonderful guy who is honest and has a lot of integrity..."
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"Lloyd is one of the few "experts" I actually endorse because not only are his products exceptional, he's a wonderful guy who is honest and has a lot of integrity." Michael Webb Leading Relationship Expert & Author VirtuosoLover.com



"honestly admire Lloyd's dedication and professionalism..." "I honestly admire Lloyd Lester's dedication and professionalism when it comes to sexual education and advice. His books and programs always include TOP quality tips and techniques that help couples take their sex lives to the next level!" Gabrielle Moore Best-Selling Author & Trusted Sexual Advisor GabrielleMoore.com



"goes above and beyond to provide the best..." "Over the past year or two I've gotten to know Lloyd pretty well as a friend and educator. Lloyd always goes above and beyond to make sure and provide the best information
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possible in the "easiest to understand" and "follow along" way he can." Isabella Stone Sexual Educator & Founder PornStarSexLife.com



"sincere devotion to helping men..." "Lloyd Lester is highly and sincerely motivated to help men learn how to increase their sexual stamina naturally. He also openly shares his own experience to overcome erectile dysfunction and provides men with useful tips, step by step exercises and methods that positively transform their sexual confidence, overall self-esteem and well-being. Lloyd helps men to overcome their problems from the inside out. His presentations are professional in every aspect and his sincere devotion to helping men with this issue really shines through." Shawna Leene Lead Instructor 2GirlsTeachSex.com



"There's no need to suffer when help like this is available...." Ejaculation By Command Lloyd Lester PDF Download
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"There are many work-arounds and solutions for any man with sexual performance challenges. There's no need to suffer when help like this is available." Susan Bratton Creator of "Revive Her Drive" ReviveHerDrive.com



"Lloyd really knows his stuff..." "Lloyd is someone I always enjoy collaborating with, not only because he really knows his stuff, but he's just an all around cool guy." Jason Julius Sex and Relationship Expert OrgasmArts.com



Yes Lloyd, I Want To Unlock Your Powerful Techniques For Lasting Longer And Giving My Lover Sensational Sex!



And It Gets Better...
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